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Details of how Trump just invoked the legal framework — and national security

provisions (2018 EO) — necessary to allow the Secretary of Defense (Chris Miller)

to activate military processes..

@POTUS @GenFlynn @SidneyPowell1 @LLinWood @RudyGiuliani

https://t.co/4DYnNSu5Aa https://t.co/4siriRDfsz

“that lead to a tactical takedown of domestic enemies and active traitors.

Was this a Green Light to start releasing video proof? Everyday there will be a new video released....”
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“About 30 minutes into the speech, he invokes legal language that clearly references Trump’s Sep. 12, 2018 executive order

which describes remedies for foreign interference in U.S. elections. Here’s what Trump says...

“The only conceivable reason why you would block commonsense measures to verify legal eligibility for voting, is you are

trying to encourage, enable, solicit or carry out fraud. It is important for Americans to understand that these destructive

changes to our election laws..

“were NOT a necessary response to the pandemic. The pandemic simply gave the Democrats an excuse to do what they

were trying to do with many many years.

Note carefully the phrase, “…trying to encourage, enable, solicit or carry out fraud.”

“Where have we heard something very similar before? In the 2018 EO, which describes who will be subjected to having all

their assets seized by the United States government — and note that this applies to corporations, individuals, partnerships

and even..

“non-profits: (emphasis added)

Sec. 2. a (ii) to have materially assisted, sponsored, or provided financial, material, or technological support for, or goods or

services to or in support of, any activity described in subsection

(a)(i)...

“Sec. 2. a (i) to have directly or indirectly engaged in, sponsored, concealed, or otherwise been complicit in foreign

interference in a United States election;

Thus, Trump just invoked the 2018 EO and sent an undeniable signal to Chris Miller at the DoD...

“(as well as many other groups) that the Democrats, the treasonous media and the complicit Big Tech giants have all

engaged in concealing, advocating or supporting “foreign interference” in the U.S. election.”
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